The global liner shipping industry has been built on a sophisticated network of containerized cargo traffic with scheduled services around the world. In comparison to other shipping segments and to other modes of transport, the liner sector has been growing rapidly and has shown a significant degree of innovation in new systems and equipment to reduce costs and externalities (e.g. carbon footprint, noise). The growth of the industry has been characterized by a gradual increase in the size of ocean-going containerships, mostly as a consequence of scale economies and the impact of megacarriers on the global transport systems has been the subject of extensive academic and industry debates. The sector has also traditionally been characterized by an unusual competition regime that has evolved in the last decade to rely on alliances and new institutional players. The changes in the sector organization, combined with the introduction of new technologies, are likely to have considerable impacts on developing countries and new markets, the geography of transport and on the development in other transport modes, among others. While the traditional bulk shipping business can be said to have reached maturity at some degree, liner shipping is still developing, innovating and redesigning itself.

The development of the liner-shipping sector is strongly connected to the hinterland side of container transport, including container terminals, freight forwarding business and supply-chain management in general. Major carriers have also expanded in the logistics and terminal operation businesses to optimize the entire cargo flow and gain cost-leadership and strengthen their market position. In addition to its traditional business and customer profile, liner shipping spills over the general cargo market and attracts new customers with its low-cost, unitized and speed service advantages.

The issue will carry revised and substantially extended versions of selected papers presented at the Conference of the International Association of Maritime Economists (IAME 2016, Hamburg), but we also strongly encourage authors unable to participate in the conference to submit articles for this call.

Subject Coverage

Suitable topics include, but are not limited to, the following:

- Liner Shipping Alliances
- Liner Shipping Networks: Design and Optimization
- Mega-Ships, ULCSs and Scale Economics
- Liner Shipping Finance and Risks
- Pricing in Liner Shipping
- Sustainability in Liner Shipping
- Marketing in Port and Liner Shipping Business
- Container Terminal Competition and Cooperation
- Container Port Efficiency, Effectiveness and Productivity
- Container Terminal Management
- Container Port Competition
- Container Port Congestion and Mitigation Strategies
- Green Port Management
- Panama Canal Expansion and its Influence on Liner Shipping and Port
- Intermodality and Hinterland Development
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